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A B S T R A C T

This paper presents the numerical results of combustion and soot recession in the Engine Combustion Network (ECN) Spray A and D flames using large eddy simulations (LES). The nominal injector nozzle diameters for the ECN Spray A and D are 90 μm and 186 μm. A two-equation soot model is implemented to model the soot formation and oxidation processes. The numerical model is validated by comparing the simulated and measured data in terms of ignition delay time (IDT), lift-off-length (LOL), and temporal evolution of soot mass. The combustion and soot recession processes are analyzed after the end-of-injection (EOI). The combustion recession processes are first driven by auto-ignition wave propagation followed also by the convective flow in both the Spray A and D flames. A separated high-temperature flame structure is observed in the Spray A flame due to having small favorable mixture regions for the auto-ignition to occur upstream of the quasi-steady lift-off position AEOI. In contrast, a spatially-continuous high-temperature flame structure is formed in the Spray D flame due to having more ignitable mixture regions upstream of the quasi-steady lift-off position and a higher heat release. Soot recession is observed in the Spray D flame but not in the Spray A flame. This is attributed to the mixture upstream of the quasi-steady state soot region becoming favorable to promote soot formation in the Spray D flame, but it becomes fuel-lean AEOI in the Spray A flame.

1. Introduction

Low temperature combustion (LTC) has been developed as one of the most important strategies for NOx and soot reduction in the last decades. The LTC strategies include exhaust gas recirculation (EGR), homogeneous charge compression ignition (HCCI), as well as late injection with high swirl, are among the strategies used. However, the LTC strategies were shown to increase unburned hydrocarbon (UHC) and CO emissions during the end-of-injection (EOI) process [1,2]. Combustion recession, which refers to the second-stage ignition appearing upstream of a quasi-steady lift-off position after the end-of-injection (EOI) [3], is able to consume UHC and thus reduce the amount of UHC in diesel engines [4]. However, combustion recession may be accompanied by soot recession, which refers to soot formation process occuring closer to the injector nozzle AEOI than that during steady state injection [5]. This in turn may lead to more soot emissions. Hence, it is practically and fundamentally important to investigate the transient combustion and soot recession processes AEOI.

Various studies have been carried out to investigate the combustion recession [3,4,6,7]. Skeen et al. [8] and Bolla et al. [9] experimentally observed that the lifted flame propagates back to the injector nozzle during the EOI process. Knox et al. [6] systematically investigated the combustion recession using a one-dimensional (1-D) transient gas-jet mixing chemistry model under different ambient densities, temperatures, oxygen (O2) levels, as well as different injection pressure. They found that higher ambient density, temperature, and O2 level increase the likelihood of combustion recession, while a higher injection pressure decreases this likelihood. To further predict the likelihood of combustion recession, Knox et al. [4] developed a scaling methodology which can be applied to a wide range of ambient conditions and injector parameters. Although the 1-D model developed by Knox et al. [6,10] is able to predict the likelihood of combustion recession, this model disregards the three-dimensional (3-D) interaction between the mixing and chemical processes in the turbulent spray flame. Jarrababash et al. [3] used 3-D computational fluid dynamics (CFD) to investigate the performance of different chemical mechanisms on combustion recession. They found that a chemical mechanism with more accurate modeling of the low temperature chemistry better predicts the combustion recession.
process. Kim et al. [11] and Fang et al. [12] investigated the role of turbulence–chemistry interaction (TCI) in combustion recession of the Engine Combustion Network (ECN) Spray A flame during the EOI process [13]. They pointed out that the TCI models (e.g., representative interactive flamelets and flamelet generated manifold models) affect the prediction of the combustion recession. During the EOI process in the spray flame, one of the most important parameters to affect combustion recession is the ramp-down profile of injection mass flow rate. Koci et al. [14] experimentally investigated the influence of ramp-down profile on combustion recession in a diesel engine. Their findings suggested that the ramp-down profile has a stronger influence on combustion recession than the ambient conditions. Meanwhile, numerical investigations by Knox et al. [10] and Jarrahbashi et al. [3] found that the combustion recession was suppressed by the fast ramp-down profile of injection mass flow rate. In terms of soot recession, only a few studies are available. Knox et al. [6] experimentally observed the soot formation at the near-nozzle region in the Spray A flame AEOI under the ambient temperature of 900 K and O₂ level of 21% when using both fast and slow ramp-down profiles of injection mass flow rate. Furthermore, their observations suggested that the slow ramp-down profile of injection mass flow rate promotes the soot recession due to its richer fuel–air mixtures near the nozzle, as compared to the fast ramp-down profile of injection mass flow rate.

It should be noted that all the aforementioned experimental and numerical studies were only focused on the ECN Spray A flame. To date, all the numerical studies are performed within the URANS framework. Recently, Maes et al. [15] carried out a series of experimental studies on the spray combustion and soot formation in the ECN Spray D flame which used a larger nozzle injector than the ECN Spray A. In their experiment [15], a soot spike was observed AEOI. They speculated that this spike is due to the combustion and soot recession. However, no detailed investigations were carried out. Setting against these backgrounds, the present study aims to investigate the effects of nozzle diameters on the combustion and soot recession processes AEOI in the ECN Spray A and D flames. Considering that large eddy simulation (LES) has a better prediction of air/fuel mixing than URANS [16], LES of the Spray A and D flames under the ambient temperature of 900 K, density of 22.8 kg/m³, and 15% O₂ are performed to achieve this objective.

The paper is organized as follows: Descriptions of the target spray setup are provided in Section 2. The numerical methods including spray, combustion, and soot models are described in Section 3. Model validation and discussion on combustion and soot recession are presented in Section 4. Concluding remarks are highlighted in the last section.

2. Target spray setup

The validation of the present model performance are based on the experimental data from the ECN Spray A and D cases. Details about the experimental setup and measurement methods can be found from the ECN [13]. For brevity, the main injection parameters of the Spray A and D cases are described here. The n-dodecane (C₁₂H₂₆) fuel with a temperature of 373 K is injected through an injector nozzle with a diameter of 90 μm and 186 μm, respectively. The profiles of mass flow rate for the Spray A and D cases are shown in Fig. 1. According to the recommendation by ECN [13], the profiles are generated by the virtual generator from CMT utility. The total injected fuel mass for the Spray A and D cases are 90 mg and 52.6 mg, respectively. The ambient temperature, density, and O₂ level are 900 K, 22.8 kg/m³, and 15%, respectively.

3. Numerical modeling

In the present study, the simulation are carried out using OpenFOAM-v1712 where the motion of the liquid phase is modeled in a Lagrangian framework, while the gas phase flow and combustion processes are modeled in an Eulerian framework [17].

3.1. Gas phase model

The gas phase flow field in the present study is solved by using the Favre-filtered compressible Navier–Stokes equations coupled with a one-equation dynamic structure LES sub-grid-scale model [18,19]. A reduced mechanism developed by Yao et al. [20] is implemented to model the pyrolysis and oxidation of C₁₂H₂₆. The partially stirred reactor (PaSR) combustion model is employed to model the turbulence–chemistry-interaction (TCI) [21]. The Taylor time scale is used to account for the mixing time scale between the unburned mixture and burned gases. The mixing constant (C_{mix}) for the Taylor time scale in the PaSR model is set to 0.03, which has been widely used in the spray combustion simulation [21,22].

3.2. Spray model

The discrete liquid phase is modeled using the commonly used Lagrangian particle track method. The injector nozzle is represented as a disc source, from which the Lagrangian parcels are injected within a liquid spray angle of 10°. The size of initial injected parcels is modeled based on a Rosin-Rammler distribution, where the maximum, reference, and minimum droplet size are set to 100%, 70%, and 10% of the nozzle diameter, respectively, which are similarly reported in [23–25]. The Reitz–Diwakar model with a stripping constant of 10 is implemented to model the secondary break-up of droplets. The collision between particles is omitted due to their minor effects on penetration [26]. The evaporation of the discrete phase and heat transfer between liquid and gas phases are modeled based on the Frossling model and Ranz–Marshall method [27,28].

3.3. Soot model

In the present study, the soot formation process is modeled using a two-equation soot model, in which the soot mass fraction (Y_{soot}) and soot particle number density (\phi_N) are solved [29,30]. The subgrid effects of TCI on the source terms in the two transport equations of the soot model is considered by PaSR model, although no subgrid model is used for turbulence–soot-interaction. Moreover, one-way coupling between the soot and the gas phase is considered.

The transport equations for the two-equation soot model are written as follows,

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial t} \left( \rho Y_{soot} \right) + \frac{\partial}{\partial x_j} \left( \rho u_j Y_{soot} \right) = \frac{\partial}{\partial x_j} \left( \mu \frac{\partial Y_{soot}}{\partial x_j} \right) + \frac{d M_{soot}}{dt} \tag{1}
\]

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial t} \left( \rho \phi_N \right) + \frac{\partial}{\partial x_j} \left( \rho u_j \phi_N \right) = \frac{\partial}{\partial x_j} \left( \mu \frac{\partial \phi_N}{\partial x_j} \right) + \frac{1}{N_A} \frac{d N_{soot}}{dt} \tag{2}
\]
mesh configurations to describe the refined region. The mesh size of 108 mm with a length of 38054 × 10^{-6} J/K and respectively. The turbulent Schmidt number, and Avogadro number, respectively. The turbulent Schmidt number is set to 0.7 [31].

The evolution of soot mass (\(\frac{dM_{\text{inc}}}{dt}\)) and soot particle number (\(\frac{dN_{\text{inc}}}{dt}\)) is governed by the soot inception, surface growth, coagulation, as well as the oxidation via hydroxyl radicals (OH) and \(O_2\) [28,32]. Acetylene (C_2H_2) is selected as the inception and surface growth species [33, 34], while OH and \(O_2\) are selected as oxidizers. The expressions for \(\frac{dM_{\text{inc}}}{dt}\) and \(\frac{dN_{\text{inc}}}{dt}\) are given as follows,

\[
\frac{dM_{\text{inc}}}{dt} = MW' \left( 1000\omega_{\text{inc}} + 2\omega_{\text{inc}} - \omega_{\text{OH}} - \omega_{O_2} \right) \tag{3}
\]

\[
\frac{dN_{\text{inc}}}{dt} = N_A\omega_{\text{inc}} - \omega_{\text{coag}} \tag{4}
\]

where \(MW'\) is the molecular weight of carbon atom. The sub-model reaction rates of inception, surface growth as well as oxidation via OH and \(O_2\) are represented by the first to fourth terms on the right hand of Eq. (3). Meanwhile, \(\omega_{\text{coag}}\) denotes the coagulation rate of soot particles.

The formulations of all sub-model reaction rate equations are listed in Table 1. Therein, \(P, P_{rref}, T, \) and \(S_{\text{inc}}\) denote the gas pressure, reference pressure, gas temperature, and soot specific surface area, respectively. The sub-model constants are adopted from [28], except for the surface growth constant which has been tuned to 25 such that the simulated soot mass better corresponds to the measured data [13]. The soot density (\(\rho_{\text{soot}}\)) and Boltzmann’s constant (\(k_B\)) are 2000 kg/m^3 and 1.38054 × 10^{-23} J/K, respectively.

### 3.4. Numerical schemes and mesh details

The second order schemes are implemented for both temporal and spatial discretization. The time step is set to 50 ns. The computational domain corresponds to the experimental setup which is a cubic chamber with a length of 108 mm for each side [13]. Fig. 2 shows the local mesh configurations to describe the refined region. The mesh size of 0.25 mm is used as the base mesh resolution to cover the spray region. A refined mesh size of 0.125 mm (24 mm axially and 5 mm radially from the location of the injector nozzle) is implemented to cover the liquid region to better resolve the high velocity gradients in that region. In addition to this, a coarser mesh is employed outside of the spray region. The mesh convergence study for the Spray A case can be found in our previous work [35]. The local ratio of the resolved turbulent kinetic energy to the total turbulent kinetic energy is shown in Appendix A. The ratios of resolved turbulence kinetic energy to the total turbulence kinetic energy in the spray region for the Spray A and D cases are 84% and 90%, respectively, thus indicating a sufficient resolution of the flow in the present study [36].

### 4. Results and discussion

#### 4.1. Inert reacting spray characteristics

In the present study, chemically inert spray simulation is first carried out to ensure an accurate prediction of the evaporating spray characteristics in terms of liquid penetration length (LPL) and vapor penetration length (VPL). The LPL is computationally determined by the maximum axial distance from the tip of the injector nozzle to the downstream location where the liquid fuel fraction reaches 95% of its total value [13,37]. It is worth noting that the experimental LPL definition is based on projected liquid volume (PLV). A comparison of the PLV-based, 95% of the liquid mass-based, and experimental LPL for the Spray A case is shown in Appendix A, where they are comparable to one another. The VPL is defined as the farthest axial distance from the injector nozzle tip to the downstream location where a vapor fuel mass fraction of 0.1% is present [13,37]. Fig. 3(a) shows the temporal evolution of LPL and VPL for the Spray A and D cases under inert conditions (0% \(O_2\)). As seen in the figure, both LPLs and VPLs show good agreements with the corresponding experimental data for both the Spray A and D cases [13]. Considering that the present study focuses on the recession AEOI, the simulated LPLs are also shown in Fig. 3(b).

#### 4.2. Reacting spray characteristics

After validating the inert spray characteristics, the reacting spray simulation is performed by validating the computed ignition delay time (IDT) and lift-off length (LOL) against the experimental data [13,15]. In the present study, the IDT, as recommend by ECN [13], is defined as the time when the maximum temporal derivative of maximum temperature is observed. The LOL, as used in [38], is defined as the shortest axial distance from the injector nozzle tip to downstream location with the OH mass fraction of 4 × 10^{-4}. A comparison of the simulated and experimental IDTs and LOLs are listed in Table 2. Both the simulated IDTs and LOLs agree well with the measured data for the Spray A and D flames, respectively. With both the inert and reacting spray characteristics validated, the combustion recession phenomena are studied next.

#### 4.3. Combustion recession

The combustion recession phenomenon refers to the high-temperature combustion appearing upstream of the quasi-steady lif-
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Fig. 3. (a) Temporal evolution of liquid and vapor penetration length (LPL and VPL) for the Spray A and D cases under inert conditions (0% O₂) after start of injection (ASOI). (b) Temporal evolution of simulated LPLs after the end-of-injection (AEOI) in the Spray A and D cases.

Fig. 4. Comparison of the measured chemiluminescence OH* and the simulated OH distribution after the end-of-injection (AEOI) in the Spray A and D flames [13]. The dashed lines denote the position of quasi-steady lift-off positions before EOI. OH is one of the most representative products of high-temperature combustion. Fig. 4 shows a comparison of the measured chemiluminescence OH* and the simulated OH distribution at different time instances AEOI in the Spray A and D flames [13]. From Fig. 4, the measured chemiluminescence OH* and the simulated OH for both the Spray A and D flames appear upstream of the quasi-steady lift-off positions at around 0.30 ms AEOI. This demonstrates that the present LES-PaSR model coupled with Yao mechanism is able to capture the combustion recession. Even without considering TCI effects, it is found that LES-WSR model coupled with Yao mechanism can still capture the combustion recession phenomenon (not shown here). This is, however, opposite to the prediction by Jarrahbashi et al. [3] who failed to predict the combustion recession in their URANS-WSR model coupled with Yao mechanism. One possible reason for the unsuccessful prediction of the combustion recession when using the URANS-WSR framework may be due to the higher scalar dissipation rate predicted (not shown in the present study).

OH is the product of high-temperature combustion as aforementioned, while formaldehyde (CH₂O) is considered here to represent UHC (similarly done in other studies [39,40]). Fig. 5 compares the spatial distribution of OH and CH₂O in the Spray A and D flames at different time instances AEOI. It is apparent that a stronger combustion recession consumes more UHC. This can be observed by comparing the CH₂O distributions in the Spray A and D flames at 0.55 ms AEOI (cf. Fig. 5). A closer examination of the OH distributions shows that the high-temperature region exhibits a separated flame structure in the Spray A flame, while it exhibits a spatially-continuous flame structure in the Spray D flame. This phenomenon is similarly observed in the experiment [10,13] (cf. Fig. 4).

To further investigate the formation of these separated and spatially-continuous high-temperature flame structures during the combustion recession processes in the Spray A and D flames, the temporal evolutions of OH mass/length along the axial direction are shown in Fig. 6. In the Spray A flame, auto-ignition sites occur and grow upstream of the quasi-steady lift-off position from 0.25 ms AEOI onward. One can see that the ignition sites spread towards both upstream and downstream direction and, thus forming a bump (indicated by the arrow in Fig. 6(a)). The axial position of the peak value of this bump seemingly remains constant. Meanwhile, the flame downstream of the quasi-steady lift-off position propagates further away from the injector from 0.30 ms AEOI onward. These collectively lead to the separated high-temperature flame structure observed in the Spray A case. In the Spray
Fig. 5. The temporal evolution of OH--CH$_2$O after end-of-injection in the Spray A and D flames. The OH and CH$_2$O are represented by red and blue colors, respectively. The dashed lines denote the position of quasi-steady lift-off positions before EOI. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

D flame, the auto-ignition sites at the axial distance of 14 mm starts to occur at 0.35 ms AEOI. Unlike the Spray A flame, the auto-ignition sites in the Spray D flame grow and propagate only towards downstream direction, which is evidently seen by the movement of the position of the peak value. Furthermore, the high-temperature reaction regions near the quasi-steady lift-off position obviously expand towards the upstream location from 0.25 ms AEOI onward. These collectively make the high-temperature reaction regions before and after the quasi-steady lift-off position to merge and, thus resulting in the spatially-continuous high-temperature flame structure in the Spray D case.

Knox et al. [10] suggested that the combustion recession in the Spray A flame is driven by auto-ignition sites occurring independently.
However, it is uncertain whether the same underlying mechanism is present in the Spray D flame. In order to further analyze the combustion recession in the Spray A and D flames, a quantitative comparison of transport budgets of OH for the Spray A and D flames is carried out by calculating the convection ($\frac{\partial}{\partial x}(\rho u_i Y_{OH})$, where $Y_{OH}$ is mass fraction of OH), diffusion ($D \frac{\partial^2}{\partial x^2}(\rho Y_{OH})$, where $D$ is effective diffusion coefficient which is the combination of laminar and turbulent diffusion coefficients), and reaction terms ($\dot{\omega}_{OH}$) in the OH transport equation [41]. The comparison of these terms can be found in Fig. 7. It is apparent from Fig. 7 that the diffusion rates of OH in both the Spray A and D flames can be disregarded due to being much lower in magnitude as compared to the other rates. The reaction rates apparently are higher than the magnitudes of the convection rates before 0.35 ms AEOI in both the Spray A and D flames. These collectively indicate that the combustion recession is mainly driven by auto-ignition wave propagation before 0.35 ms AEOI in both the Spray A and D flames. It should be noted that the magnitudes of the convection rates are closer to the reaction rates as time progresses, suggesting that the convection process gradually becomes one of the important drivers for the combustion...
indicating the start of high-temperature ignition. At \( \varphi \) starts to form at the highest flame temperature at 0 ms AEOI. For the Spray D case, the flame temperature appears to increase at the fuel-rich side in the upstream region of the quasi-steady lift-off position in the Spray D flame than that in the Spray A flame. The larger favorable regions in the Spray D flame due to having more high-temperature ignition regions. A closer examination of Fig. 5 shows that the shapes of mixture region in the Spray A and D flames are similar at the EOI. However, the mixture region near the quasi-steady lift-off position becomes wider radially in the Spray D flame as time progresses. This is likely due to the higher fuel mass injected during the ramp-down process of the injection and thus a higher heat release in the Spray D flame, which result in an expansion of the jet [3,45]. To further examine this, the temporal evolution of local heat release rates in the Spray A and D flames are shown in Fig. 9. Although there is no high-temperature ignition upstream of the quasi-steady lift-off position before 0.25 ms AEOI (shown in Fig. 5), the total heat release upstream of the quasi-steady lift-off position in the Spray D flame is still higher than that in the Spray A flame due to the former flame having a larger heat release region.

As mentioned before, there is more than 5-fold fuel mass injected in the Spray D case as compared to the Spray A case. This increases the likelihood of more fuel undergoing first-stage ignition process at the upstream region of the quasi-steady lift-off position, and hence leading to a higher total heat release and a high amount of reactive radicals [6]. This provides a better groundwork for more high-temperature ignitions to occur at this upstream region and, thus resulting in the formation of spatially-continuous flame structure in the Spray D flame AEOI. At 0.35 ms AEOI, both local and total heat release rates are higher in the Spray D flame due to having more high-temperature ignition regions. A higher heat release rate in the Spray D flame implicates a higher flame temperature.

This further examined in Fig. 10, which shows a comparison of the mean flame temperature as a function of \( \varphi \) at different time instances AEOI in the Spray A and D flames. It should be noted that only the CFD cells upstream of the quasi-steady lift-off position are considered in the figure. It is apparent that the mean flame temperatures at the most of \( \varphi \) transition process. This is more apparent in the Spray D flames, thus suggesting it to be a possible reason for the spatially-continuous high-temperature flame structure to form in the Spray D case as discussed earlier.

As aforementioned, the combustion recession is first governed by the auto-ignition process followed by the convective process as time progresses. It is worth noting that the auto-ignition process is highly dependent on the local equivalence ratio (\( \varphi \)) and the flame temperature. Hence, the scatter plots of equivalence ratio–temperature (\( \varphi – T \)) at different time instances AEOI in the Spray A and D cases are shown in Fig. 8a(I–III) and Fig. 8b(I–III), respectively. It should be noted that only CFD cells in the upstream region of the quasi-steady lift-off position are considered in the figure. From the figure, it is apparent that the local \( \varphi \) significantly decreases with increasing time in both the Spray A and D flames due to the air entrainment wave [42]. It is worth noting that the local \( \varphi \) is lower and decays faster in the Spray D flame. This can be attributed to the fact that the fuel mass injected during the ramp-down process of the injection in the Spray A case is 5-fold lower than that in the Spray D case. Meanwhile, the large nozzle diameter in the Spray D case gives rise to a larger fuel-rich region and it takes a longer time for the surrounding air to mix into the fuel-rich region. Hence, a significantly larger favorable auto-ignition region is formed upstream of the quasi-steady lift-off position in the Spray D flame than that in the Spray A flame. The larger favorable regions in the Spray D flame support more auto-ignition sites and, thus spatially-continuous high-temperature flame structure is formed.

One can see that the highest flame temperatures at the EOI in both the Spray A and D cases exceed 1000 K. No obvious temperature rise at the fuel-rich side for the Spray A case is observed in Fig. 8a(I), implying that the flame is still at the first stage of ignition. However, the flame temperature appears to increase at the fuel-rich side in the Spray D case, as shown in Fig. 8b(I). This indicates that a transition phase from the first stage of ignition to the second stage of ignition has occurred in the Spray D case at the EOI. For the Spray D case, \( \text{OH} \) starts to form at the highest flame temperature at 0.15 ms AEOI, indicating the start of high-temperature ignition. At 0.20 ms AEOI, the high-temperature ignition takes place at the stoichiometric conditions. This is similar observed in the Spray A case but at later times. It is worth noting that the observed high-temperature ignition AEOI is different with the observation of high-temperature ignition ASOI in numerous studies [43,44], where the high-temperature ignition takes place at a more fuel-rich side. A closer examination of Fig. 5 shows that the shapes of mixture region in the Spray A and D flames are similar at the EOI. However, the mixture region near the quasi-steady lift-off position becomes wider radially in the Spray D flame as time progresses. This is likely due to the higher fuel mass injected during the ramp-down process of the injection and thus a higher heat release in the Spray D flame, which result in an expansion of the jet [3,45]. To further examine this, the temporal evolution of local heat release rates in the Spray A and D flames are shown in Fig. 9. Although there is no high-temperature ignition upstream of the quasi-steady lift-off position before 0.25 ms AEOI (shown in Fig. 5), the total heat release upstream of the quasi-steady lift-off position in the Spray D flame is still higher than that in the Spray A flame due to the former flame having a larger heat release region.

Fig. 8. Scatter plots of equivalence ratio–temperature (\( \varphi – T \)) at different time instance after the end-of-injection (AEOI) for the Spray A (a(I)–a(III)) and Spray D (b(I)–b(III)) cases. Only CFD cells in the upstream region of the quasi-steady lift-off position are plotted and colored by \( \text{CH}_2\text{O} \), \( \text{OH} \) with a threshold of 70% of the maximum mass fraction at their respective time instances is marked as red-yellow color. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Fig. 9. The temporal evolution of heat release rates after the end-of-injection (AE0I) in the Spray A and D flames. The dashed lines denote the position of quasi-steady LOls before EOI.

Fig. 10. Comparison of mean flame temperature conditional on equivalence ratio at different time instances after the end-of-injection (AE0I) in the Spray A and D flames. Only the CFD cells upstream of the quasi-steady lift-off position are considered.

are higher in the Spray D flame. Meanwhile, one can see that the local \( \varphi \) in the Spray A flame decays significantly faster than that in the Spray D flame, which corresponds to that depicted in Fig. 8.

4.4. Soot recession

As mentioned in the introduction, the combustion recession may be accompanied by soot recession. Prior to analyzing the soot recession, the soot formation and oxidation processes during the quasi-steady state (QSS) are examined. The examination can be found in authors’ previous study [46,47], in which the soot mass and distribution during the QSS were reasonable captured. In the present study, the soot recession refers to the phenomenon where soot forms closer to the injector region AE0I [5]. Fig. 11 shows a comparison of temporal evolution of the simulated and experimental soot mass in the Spray A and D flames. In the experiment, only the soot mass within the regions from the injector nozzle to 67.2 mm and 80 mm in the Spray A and D flames, respectively, are considered. The same regions are implemented in the analysis of the soot mass and scalar calculations of the LES results. It should be noted that the simulation results are ensemble-averaged from 2 realizations, while the experimental results are ensemble-averaged from at least 5 experimental runs. It is worth noting that the soot mass in Spray A case is under predicted. This is likely due to a longer predicted LOL compared to the experimental LOL. One can see that the simulated soot mass shows a good agreement with the measured data in the Spray D flame, whereas the simulated soot mass in the Spray A flame in the final phase shows a delay, as compared to the measured data. The possible reason for this delay is likely due to the uncertainty of the EOI time reported in the experiment. Patel et al. [48] carried out the soot measurement under the Spray A conditions in their new one shot engine (NOSE). The measured soot mass took approximately 0.8 ms AE0I to be fully oxidized, which agrees well with the complete soot oxidation time captured in the present simulated Spray A flame. Furthermore, the simplified chemical mechanism and soot model, \( \text{C}_2\text{H}_2 \) as soot precursor, as well as insufficient LES realizations would contribute to the delay in the final phase of Spray A. Nevertheless, a more obvious soot spike (indicated by an arrow) is captured in the Spray D flame, which are consistent with the experimental observations [13].

Maes et al. [15] speculated that the soot spike observed in the Spray D flame is due to combustion and soot recession. This is further examined in Fig. 12, which shows the distribution of soot volume fraction (SVF) in the Spray A and D flames. One can see that the SVF expands towards downstream region in the Spray A flame, whereas it expands towards the upstream region in the Spray D flame. Moreover, the soot in the central region of the Spray D flame significantly increases from 0 ms to 0.55 ms AE0I, which corresponds the formation of the soot spike in the Spray D flame. These indicate the occurrence of the soot recession in the Spray D flame.
Fig. 11. Temporal evolution of the simulated and experimental soot mass after the end-of-injection (AEOI) in the Spray A and D flames [13]. The simulated soot mass in the Spray A is multiplied by a factor of 2.5.

Fig. 12. Temporal evolution of the soot volume fraction (SVF) after the end-of-injection (AEOI) in the Spray A and D flames. The black line represents OH mass fraction of $5 \times 10^{-5}$.

To give a clearer visualization of the soot recession, Fig. 13 shows the evolutions of soot mass/length along the axial direction in the Spray A and D flames. The enlarged plots of the red rectangle regions are used to clearly show the evolution of the tail end of the soot region. In the Spray A flame, the tail end of the soot region gradually moves towards downstream AEOI. On the other hand, the tail end of the soot region in the Spray D flame moves towards the injector nozzle from 0 ms to 0.45 ms AEOI but moves towards the downstream region from 0.45 ms AEOI onward. This further indicates that the soot recession occurs in the Spray D flame, but not in the Spray A flame under the present ambient and operating conditions. As mentioned in Section 4.3, the fuel mass injected during the ramp-down process of the injection in the Spray A case is 5-fold lower than that in the Spray D case. Furthermore, a large flame in the Spray D case results in a longer time...
Fig. 13. Temporal evolutions of the soot mass/length along the axial direction after the end-of-injection (AEOI) in the Spray A and D flames.

Fig. 14. Ratio of the outer surface area of soot cloud to the soot volume ($R_{sv}$) after the end-of-injection (AEOI) 0.45 ms in the Spray A and D flames.

Fig. 15. Comparison of mean soot oxidizer mass after end-of-injection (AEOI) 0.45 ms in the Spray A and D flames.
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for the surrounding air to mix into the fuel-rich region. The decay of air entrainment is also faster in the Spray D case. Hence, these collectively lead to the mixture upstream of QSS soot region becoming over fuel-lean before soot onset in the Spray A flame, whereas it becomes a favorable region to promote the soot formation in the Spray D flame.

A closer examination of Fig. 13 reveals that the SVF in the soot-center region becomes higher as time progresses from 0.45 ms AEOI onward in the Spray D flame. In contrast, the SVF in the soot-center region does not change significantly before 0.55 ms AEOI but decreases from 0.55 ms AEOI onward in the Spray A flame. It should be noted that the soot distribution region in the Spray D flame is thicker than that in the Spray A flame. This may result in a weaker soot oxidation and thus higher SVF in the soot-center region in the Spray D flame as time progresses. To examine this, the ratio of outer surface area of soot cloud to the soot volume ($R_{sv}$) from 0.45 ms AEOI onward in the Spray A and D flames are shown in Fig. 14.

From Fig. 14, the $R_{sv}$ in the Spray A flame is shown to be higher than that in the Spray D flame. This suggests that the soot in the Spray A flame is easier to be oxidized by OH and O$_2$ oxidizers due to their stronger oxidative attack on the soot cloud. From Fig. 14, the $R_{sv}$ in the spray A flame is shown to be higher than that in the Spray D flame. This suggests that the soot in the Spray A flame is easier to be oxidized from 0.45 ms to 0.75 ms AEOI, the ratio increases in the Spray A flame but remains relatively unchanged in the Spray D flame as time progresses. The increase of $R_{sv}$ in the Spray A flame results in the decrease of the overall soot region. However, it is expected that the unchanged ratio occurred in the Spray D flame is unable to explain the observation where SVF becomes higher as time progresses. Hence, other possible reasons also play the role in a soot oxidation process from 0.45 ms AEOI onward, especially for the Spray D flame.

A closer examination of Fig. 13 reveals that the SVF in the soot-center region becomes higher as time progresses from 0.45 ms AEOI onward in the Spray D flame. In contrast, the SVF in the soot-center region does not change significantly before 0.55 ms AEOI but decreases from 0.55 ms AEOI onward in the Spray A flame. It should be noted that the soot distribution region in the Spray D flame is thicker than that in the Spray A flame. This may result in a weaker soot oxidation and thus higher SVF in the soot-center region in the Spray D flame as time progresses. To examine this, the ratio of outer surface area of soot cloud to the soot volume ($R_{sv}$) from 0.45 ms AEOI onward in the Spray A and D flames are shown in Fig. 14.

From Fig. 14, the $R_{sv}$ in the Spray A flame is shown to be higher than that in the Spray D flame. This suggests that the soot in the Spray A flame is easier to be oxidized from 0.45 ms to 0.75 ms AEOI, the ratio increases in the Spray A flame but remains relatively unchanged in the Spray D flame as time progresses. The increase of $R_{sv}$ in the Spray A flame results in the decrease of the overall soot region. However, it is expected that the unchanged ratio occurred in the Spray D flame is unable to explain the observation where SVF becomes higher as time progresses. Hence, other possible reasons also play the role in a soot oxidation process from 0.45 ms AEOI onward, especially for the Spray D flame. As shown in Fig. 11, the soot mass starts to decrease around 0.50 ms AEOI, indicating that the soot oxidation dominates over the soot formation process. Therefore, the mean soot oxidizer mass including OH and O$_2$ from 0.45 ms AEOI onward is compared between the Spray A flame and D flames, as shown in Fig. 15. From 0.45 ms to 0.75 ms AEOI, the mean soot oxidizer mass sightly decreases and then significantly increases in the Spray A flame, whereas it decreases significantly in the Spray D flame as time progresses. In the Spray A flame, the significant increase of the soot oxidizer mass coupled with the increase of $R_{sv}$ at 0.75 ms AEOI results in the stronger soot oxidation and thus lowering the overall SVF of the soot cloud. On the other hand in the Spray D flame, the significant decrease of soot oxidizer mass leads to a weaker soot oxidation in the Spray D flame, leading to a higher SVF in the soot-center region as time progresses.

5. Conclusions

In this study, the combustion and soot regression after the end-of-injection (AEOI) are investigated by performing large eddy simulations of the Engine Combustion Network (ECN) Spray A and D flames at ambient temperature of 900 K, density of 22.8 kg/m$^3$ and oxygen level of 15%. The nominal injector nozzle diameters for the ECN Spray A and D are 90 μm and 186 μm, respectively.
The combustion recession is observed in both the Spray A and D flames. However, the high-temperature flame structure during the combustion recession process behaves differently. A separated high-temperature flame structure is observed in the Spray A flame, while a spatially-continuous high-temperature flame structure is observed in the Spray D flame. A small favorable mixture region for auto-ignition is present upstream of the quasi-steady lift-off position in the Spray A flame, resulting in the formation of the separated high-temperature flame structure. Conversely, a larger ignitable mixture region is present upstream of the quasi-steady lift-off position in the Spray D flame. This leads to flame downstream of the quasi-steady lift-off position merging with the auto-ignition sites which are upstream of the quasi-steady lift-off position. Meanwhile, a higher total heat release upstream of the quasi-steady lift-off position in the Spray D flame promotes more auto-ignition sites. These collectively contribute to the spatially-continuous high-temperature flame structure in the Spray D flame.

The soot recession appears in the Spray D flame, but not in the Spray A flame. The difference of the soot recession in the Spray A and Spray D flames is attributed to the larger nozzle diameter and higher amount of fuel injected in the Spray D flame. The mixture upstream of the quasi-steady state soot region becomes fuel-lean before soot onset can occur in the Spray A, whereas this mixture becomes a favorable region that promotes soot formation in the Spray D flame. Furthermore, the significant decrease of mean soot oxidizer mass in the soot-center region leads to a weaker soot oxidation in the Spray D flame, which subsequently leads to a higher soot volume fraction as time progresses.
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Appendix A. Adiabatic mixing line

Fig. A.1 shows the local ratio of resolved turbulent kinetic energy to the total turbulent kinetic energy in the Spray A and D cases.

Appendix B. Projected liquid volume (PLV)-based LPL

Following the guidance in [49], a comparison of the PLV-based, 95% of the liquid mass-based, and experimental LPL for the Spray A case is shown in Fig. B.1. It is apparent that the LPLs from these two definitions show good agreements with the experimental data.
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